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OFFICIAL SUPPLIER TO THE SUMMERNATS

Nolathane are pleased to announce its new status as ‘Official 
Supplier’ for the Suspension Category at the Summernats Car 
Festival. Having spent many years at the event exhibiting the 
latest products, sponsoring the Tuff Street category and 
promoting the Ultimate Summernats Experience competition, it 
seemed only fitting for Nolathane to strengthen its relationship and 
presence at the countries biggest horsepower party. 

Andy Nolan, Marketing manager for Nolathane, states “The 
Summernats is truly a perfect fit for the Nolathane brand as not 
only is it a great mix of old and new vehicles, not to mention 
enthusiasts, but gives us direct communication to those using, 
restoring and enhancing their vehicles with Nolathane!’

What is the Summernats??

The annual Street Machine Summernats Car Festival, proudly 
supported by Rare Spares, is Australia’s biggest horse power 
party. Created by renowned revhead Chic Henry in 1988, the 
Summernats has taken on a life of its own and become a genuine 
Aussie icon.

Every year, up to 1500 of the toughest Australian elite street 
machines descend on Exhibition Park in Canberra. Coming from 
around Australia and the world, this incredibly diverse tribe 
gathers to show off their love of the street machine to an 
enthusiastic crowd of over 85,000 people 

The Summernats delivers three and a half days of high octane 
extreme auto action including Australia’s top street machine 
judging competition, the world’s best burnout battle, precision 
driving demos, horsepower heroics, and more.

What is the Nolathane Tuff Street??

Tuff Street is Summernats’ ever-growing car category and 
represents some of the best street modified cars in the country. 
Vehicles are entered and judged on the main premise of being 
“street driven ‘wild and crazy animal’ cars that have an ‘angry’ 
performance factor”.

Tuff Street cars are not on the same level as the Summernats’ 
Grand Champion, nor does it need to be. It’s the grassroots and 
affordability factor of Tuff Street that provides some fantastic 
entries such as the pearl orange 1974 Holden HQ Sedan which 
took out Tuff Street Best Overall at Summernats 23.

So if your making your way to Canberra in the new year for the 
25th Chrome Jubilee Summernats car festival make sure to check the cars and Nolathane girls in the Nolathane 
Tuff Street precinct or visit the Nolathane product stand in the traders pavilion. 
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